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Discover Gallopade's exciting array of 
amazing science resources!

I love to see kids absolutely jazzed about 
science! After all, do they have a choice?

If Covid-19 did nothing else, it brought 
science to the forefront, a star subject of great 
excitement, and so essential to our everyday 
lives—and our future!

I hope you find these unique combos of 
science-forward+science “fiction” a new way to 
gobsmack your students into discovering the 
flabbergasting about science, its relevance to 
their daily lives, and opportunities for fantastic 
future careers!

We always say, “We’re just getting warmed 
up!” And when it comes to our plans to be your 
science partner, this is especially true. Science 
is too essential and spectacular to be boring.

I hope these materials spark great science 
interest and understanding in your students, 
as well as the desire to wear a lab coat one 
day themselves! As you well know, there are 
so many significant aspects of science that 
marry it to social studies, tech skills, inspired 

research and experimenting, problem solving 
skills, critical thinking, civic-mindedness, and 
so much more.

My goal is to engage your students, help 
them practice for success, and meet amazing 
scientists from so many backgrounds who 
have paved the way for them to participate in 
exciting science-based future careers, perhaps 
even as a science writer like me!

I hope you find these materials alive, 
accurate, all-encompassing, aspirational and 
inspirational. 

Lifelong learning about science begins here. 
Let us know what else you want and need!

…and Coconut, my lab assistant

Carole MarshCarole Marsh

Carole Marsh'sCarole Marsh's
Curriculum Lab    
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“Nothing will inspire students to develop a love of science 
as much as the events of the Covid-19 pandemic, renewed 
activity in space exploration, the impact of global warming, 
and even more from beyond today's headlines. Now is the 
time to encourage kids to incorporate science studies as 

part of their lifetime learning.” 

—Carole Marsh
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Germ Science
Kids want to know what happened, why, and more 
about the invisible critters called germs!  

GRADES 5-8
Includes: pandemic 
history, viruses and 

virus hunters, diseases, 
bacteria, the immune 

system, the human 
genome, antibodies, 
antibiotics, vaccines, 

Covid-19 recap, 
glossaries, bibliography, 

career opportunities, 
and much more!

Its broader scope than most, 
chatty tone, and fact-filled pages 
make Outbreaks, Epidemics, & 
Pandemics a multifaceted read 
that goes above and beyond 
more singular productions for 
this age group, making for a top 
recommendation for elementary 
and middle school collections 
alike.
—D. Donovan,  
Senior Reviewer,  
Midwest Book Review 

ISBN: 978-0-635-13568-1 Paperback, 8.5x11, 88 pp, full color, $15.99
ISBN: 978-0-635-13569-8 Library Bound, $24.99

* Includes: student book, teacher’s guide, 100 page reproducible activity book, 
 12 author videos, and online live newsfeed update. 
 PERFECT FOR GRADES 5-8!4



OUTBREAKS, EPIDEMICS  
& PANDEMICS 

RESOURCE GUIDE
Includes: 60 reproducible pages on 

germ statistics, bacteria basics, Balto, 
contact tracing, Cotton Mather, infectious 

disease, Dr. Anthony Fauci, Edward 
Jenner, microbes, germ theory, germs 

and geography, hot zones, CDC, WHO, 
immunizations, kids and Covid-19, King 

Carlos IV, Masque of the Red Death, Native 
Americans, Onesimus, public health, and much 

more, each tied to a critical skill.

A KID’S GUIDE  
TO GERMS

Everything the budding immunologist 
(or other!) needs to know about 

microbes of all kinds, the germ cycle, 
and so much more!

SCIENCE RESOURCES
Build a Germ Science classroom set of 
materials of all kinds. This pair will help 
students expand their knowledge, think 
critically, and apply what they learn in 
writing and orally!
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Even in the midst of this national and international crisis, people began to look ahead.

 ➡
2020 was a presidential election year and there was much debate and 

discussion about how this would work out.  Campaigning and related 

events took a backseat to COVID-19.

 ➡
There were disagreements over whether we were still in the First Wave of  

infections, the Second Wave or ???  No one really knew.  

 ➡
Fortunately, many pharmaceutical companies were hard at work to create a possible vaccine, test 

it, and try to get it approved, manufactured, and to people around the world who desperately 

needed immunity against this disease with no cure. ➡
A lot of  people grew somewhat acceptant of  the “new 

normal” of  wearing masks, working from home, online 

school, Zooming with friends, and worked to keep 

themselves and others healthy and avoid risk of  infection.  

Others sort of  threw in the towel and preferred their 

freedom not to wear a mask, to party in large groups, 

and otherwise mostly ignore the pandemic.  Nothing was 

easy; even baseball could not quite pull off having even an 

“irregular” season due to infections on teams.  

 ➡
The news media, social media, and pretty much everything else was still “all COVID, all the time” 

as things changed every day with good and bad statistics, new information, corrected myths and 

assumptions, and, always, ideas of  what would be best and how soon could we get that shot in 

our arms. ➡
Around the world, everything was in great flux.  By now, America had the highest numbers of  

cases and deaths.  Places like China, that had passed their peak of  infections, saw cases ramp back 

up.  It was unclear if  there would be repeated “waves” of  COVID around the world.  And no 

scientist thought we would reach “herd immunity” ahead of  any vaccine, so that hope was pretty 

much dashed.

PART FIVE

PART FIVE
LOOKING AHEAD: 

How Do We Get Out of This Mess?
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Pandemics from the Historical PastLet’s look at a list of  some of  the outbreaks, epidemics, and pandemics that happened long ago.  As you 

see, the world has been plagued by plagues since the earliest times.  

This list is of  only some pandemics over the years, the more deadly ones.  But 

outbreaks and epidemics are not uncommon.  In fact, they can occur almost 

anywhere, at any time.  All do not reach the category of  pandemic, thank goodness.

However, as people in small hunting and gathering tribes shifted to more agrarian 

(farming) communities, there was more opportunity for people and animals to 

interact.  And so, there were more chances for germs to jump from animals to 

humans and create more epidemics.  As civilization advanced, larger cities, trade across nations and seas, and more 

interactions between people, animals, and ecosystems created an almost constant 

guarantee for germ spread, epidemics, outbreaks, and pandemics.

Today, we struggle with how to learn from past pandemics, implement new strategies, and 

respond quickly to help stop an outbreak from getting away from us.

BCE:  Before the Common Era CE:  Common Era

NAME
DATE

TYPE
DEATH TOLL

Antonine Plague 165-180 BCE Smallpox or measles 5 million

Japanese Epidemic 735-737 BCE
Smallpox virus

1 million

Justinian Plague 541-542 BCE
Bacterial

30-50 million

Black Death
1347-1351 CE

Bacterial
200 million

New World Smallpox 1520 CE-on
Viral

56 million

Great Plague, London 1665 CE
Bacterial

100,000

Italian Plague
1629-1631 CE

Bacterial
1 million

Cholera Pandemics 1817-1923 CE
Bacterial

1 million+

Third Plague
1885 CE

Bacterial
12 million

Yellow Fever
Late 1800s

Viral
100,000-150,000

Russian Flu
1889-1890

Viral
1 million
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OUTBREAKS, OUTBREAKS, 
EPIDEMICS, & PANDEMICSEPIDEMICS, & PANDEMICS

Including the Worldwide COVID-19 Pandemic
A curriculum for grades 6-8
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“The year that was different—students need to know what happened and why,
can it happen again, and why it’s only smart to be germwise all your life.”

OUTBREAKS, EPIDEMICS, & PANDEMICS
Including the Worldwide COVID-19 Pandemic
A curriculum for grades 6-8
by Carole Marsh, creator of 

A CAROLE MARSH’S CURRICULUM LAB BOOK
Supplemental Curricula for Our Times & Needs
Alive • Aligned • Accurate 
All-encompassing • Augmented • Author-accompanied

“I’ve been writing about germs for more than 40 years.  No 
one much cared.  Now we all care!  Students will learn the 
history of outbreaks, epidemics and pandemics, especially 
COVID-19.  Students will be awed by the world of germs.  
They’ll meet the people who work in the germ world and 
perhaps ponder a career of their own.  Germs are our friends 
and foes and the more we know, the better off we are.” 
—Carole Marsh

This supplemental curriculum is aligned with life science and biology subjects  
generally taught in middle school:  DNA, anatomy, systems of the human body,  
microscopy, bacteria, virology, immunology, proteins, cells, genetics, microbiology  
and more.  Core subjects such as history, geography, biography, science, math,  
literacy, art and more are included.

DIGITAL PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
STUDENT BOOK • TEACHER’S GUIDE 
ACTIVITITY & RESOURCE SHEETS 
ASSESSMENT QUIZZES  
AUTHOR VIDEOS FOR TEACHERS & STUDENTS 
REALTIME DIGITAL NEWSFEED

Carole Marsh’s CURRICULUM LAB products are:
Non-biased • Inclusive • Avoid ommision 
Graphically diverse • Aspirational • Inspirational

Science / History
Careers / Lifeskills

Home / School

A Kid’s Guide To Germs  
ISBN:  978-0-635-01082-7, 32 pp, 8.5x11, $9.95

ISBN: 978-065-51372-8, black and 
white, self-cover, reproducible, $7.99
Grades 5-8

RESOURCE BOOKRESOURCE BOOK

Heredity & Genetics ISBN: 978-065-11057-2, ebook PDF, $4.99
Cell Structure ISBN: 978-0-635-10594-3, 24 pp, paper, $4.99

Grades 4-6

OUTBREAKS, EPIDEMICS,& 
PANDEMICS: STUDENT BOOK
Students grades 5-8 can really  
benefit from this outstanding all-new curriculum 
set!*

Pandemic Curriculum Set ISBN: 978-0-635-13573-5, $74.99
Classroom, district and other sets available; please inquire

STUDENT BOOKSTUDENT BOOK

Gallopade • Tel: 800-536-2438 • Fax: 800-871-2979 
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With the exciting new developments from NASA, Space X, and other innovative space explorers, along 
with the push to Mars and the never-ending question—"Are we alone in the universe?"—students are 
eager to explore what space may mean to them in the future. After all, they may very well be Citizens of 
the Cosmos. Space and science go hand-in-hand, so grab a book and explore. 

Space Science

SPACE PRIMARY RESOURCES
Students make sense of space via illustrations, 

charts, graphs, photos, news headlines, 
astronauts, and much more; reproducible.

Solar System ISBN: 978-0-635-10598-1, 24 pp, $4.99
Space Science ISBN: 978-0-635-11978-0, 24 pp, $4.99

STEVEN SOARS  
INTO SPACE SCIENCE!
Includes: sun, moon, solar system, stars, and 
more, shared in reproducible activity sheets that 
incorporate hands-on experiments, careers, famous 
people, and much more!
Grade 4-6

Steven Soars Into Space Science! ISBN: 978-0-635-06666-4, paper, 32 pp, 8.5x11, 
$6.99
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COLUMBIA LASTNAME:  
FIRST GIRL COLONIST ON MARS!
One day there will be a first kid colonist on Mars!  
In the meantime, help students ages 8-12 imagine 
how that might come about and what it would be 
like to be the first kid on the Red Planet!

THE MISSION POSSIBLE 
MYSTERY AT SPACE 

CENTER HOUSTON
Four kids gallivant around famous 
space places following clues that 

introduce them to all things space 
educational and space age fun! 

Ages 7-11.  

ORVILLE & WILBUR STEP OUT 
INTO THE SKY!
Their story is so inspiring to young readers!  A great 
example of science, creativity and determination. 
Help your students see how to achieve dreams and 
goals through hard work and experimentation.

WHEN KIDS TAKE OVER NASA
This amazing fictional story of what some kids did after 
the Johnson Space Center closed, and NASA and space 
exploration appeared to be at a dead end, offers compelling 
reading and inspires critical thinking on “What would I do?” 
for readers. A riveting class read-aloud reward. “A chapter a 
day keeps the stars in the skies overhead bright and inviting!”
Multi-cultural characters, lots of science, and inspirational 
reading for grades 3-8.

The Mission Possible Mystery  
at Space Center Houston

ISBN: 978-0-635-06827-9, 160 pp,  
ages 7-14, paperback, $7.99

ISBN: 978-0-635-06833-0,  
library bound, $24.99

When Kids Take Over NASA 
ISBN: 978-0-635-09973-0, 320 pp, paperback, 
$8.99
ISBN: 978-0-635-00974-7, library bound $24.99

Orville & Wilbur Step Out Into The Sky! 
ISBN: 978-0-635-01350-7, grades 

3-8, 8.5x11, 32 pp, $6.99
ISBN:  978-0-635-07538-3,  

library bound, $29.99

Columbia Lastname has had an 
unusual life for an eleven-year-
old. Her physicist father has 
vanished during a tiny tear in 
time. Her mother is head of 
Citizens of the Cosmos, and is 
never home. No wonder Columbia 
can see no reason not to do as 
her father always wished for 
her—become the first girl colonist 
on the Red Planet. No, no reason 
at all, except that she has to 
leave home—probably forever? Can 
she take her dog, Scram? She’s 
slightly scared and severely smart. 
But is that enough to survive zero 
gravity? Loneliness? The long trip? 
The responsibilities? And what 
will she find? Who, if anyone, 
will she meet? Will she grow up? 
Get married? Have little Martian 
kids? Columbia’s sense of duty and 
wonder propel her to take this 
awesome journey to become THE 
FIRST GIRL COLONIST ON MARS!

“This book sure fires up your imagination! 
Just think about being one of the first 
people from Earth to go and live on 
Mars—and you’re just a kid!”
—Ellie Jones, age 9

Carole Marsh is also the author of WHEN KIDS TAKE OVER NASA, The 
Mystery at Space Center Houston, The Little Green Man Mystery and 

Adventure to the Planet Mars.

Carole M
arsh

   Time burped…zero gravity…hair of the dog…
Gourbots…Citizens of the Cosmos…and Little Green Men?

Dad wants her to go.  Mom wants her to stay.
The decision is hers alone, because…she’s never coming back?

Oh, yes, she’s only 11!
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  First Girl C
olonist on M

ars 

www.gallopade.com

zero gravity girl

ISBN 13: 978-0-635-12082-3     $7.99

Columbia Lastname:  First Girl Colonist On Mars! 
ISBN: 978-0-635-12082-3, 116 pp, paper, $7.99
ISBN: 978-0-635-12085-4, library bound, $24.99
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Earth Science

IT’S NO MYSTERY:
Earth science extraordinaire! Natural phenomena now make sense! Critical thinking and problem 
solving! Help kids imagine themselves saving the day (as their reading scores improve)! Grades 3-5

Pair dynamic fiction full of facts with a science unit and 
discover an explosion of interest, understanding, and 
eagerness to LEARN MORE!

ISBN: 978-0-635-06339-7, 118  pp, paper, 
$7.99

ISBN: 978-0-635-06338-0, $7.99 ISBN: 978-0-635-06340-3, $7.99

ISBN: 978-0-635-06463-9,  $7.99 ISBN: 978-0-635-06464-6,  $7.99 ISBN: 978-0-635-06465-3,  $7.99
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Kids are aware that the earth is in great flux.  
Help them learn more about our living, changing 

world and what they can do to better 
understand our environment.

NICK NAVIGATES  
NATURAL DISASTERS!
All the usual suspects+tsunamis, 

seismic waves, floods, and the 
thought-provoking science behind 

them all! Activities, experiments, 
careers and much more included.

WEATHER = THE SUBJECT 
OF THIS CENTURY!
Help students understand all that is 
involved in climate, climate change and 
cures for climate change!
They care about what’s going on and the 
science behind the headline news, and, 
out in their own backyards!

Nick Navigates Natural Disasters ISBN: 978-0-635-06674-9,  
$6.99

WILLIE GETS WILD 
ABOUT WEATHER!
Water cycle, oceans/
El Nino, air masses, 
cold and warm fronts, 
cloud formations 
and more+activities, 
experiments, science fair 
project and more!

Willie Gets Wild About Weather! ISBN: 978-0-635-06667-1, $6.99

Weather ISBN: 978-0-635-11048-0, $4.99
Environmental Science ISBN: 978-0-635-11992-6, $4.99
Water Cycle ISBN: 978-0-635-10596-7, $4.99

All Books Grades 
3-8

9Gallopade • Tel: 800-536-2438 • Fax: 800-871-2979 
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Life Science
Each book ties dramatic facts to sticky situations that re-
quire creative thinking, STEM smarts, and problem-solving 
savvy using science!

ISBN:  978-0-635-06665-7, $6.99 ISBN:  978-0-635-06660-2, $6.99 ISBN:  978-0-635-06661-9, $6.99

The Mystery at Alligator Alley ISBN:  978-0-635-11115-9, $7.99
The Mystery at Dolphin Cove ISBN:  978-0-635-11189-0, $7.99

The Mystery at Grizzly Graveyard ISBN:  978-0-635-11187-6, $7.99
The Mystery at Shark Reef ISBN:  978-0-635-11123-4, $7.99

The Mystery at Rattlesnake Ridge ISBN:  978-0-635-11188-3, $7.99
The Mystery at Tarantula Trap ISBN:  978-0-635-11190-6, $7.99

ALL PRODUCTS GREAT FOR GRADES 3-6

10 Gallopade • Tel: 800-536-2438 • Fax: 800-871-2979 
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Physical Science & More
Double down and pair an educational chapter mystery with a related activity book, bulletin 
board set, and resource book…and watch interest zoom and grades soar!

Want some customized science/mystery mash-ups? Just 
ask and we’ll see what we can concoct from our many 

products and product types!

EACH DYNAMIC SET ONLY $24.99!  BB=Bulletin Boards (not shown)

Landforms book + Yellowstone mystery+Landforms BB+Landforms Resource Book
Habitats book+Amazon Rainforest mystery+Habitats BB+Habitats Resource Book
Rocks and minerals book+Rocky Mountains mystery+Westward Expansion BB+R&M Resource Book

Landforms Set  
ISBN: 978-0-635-13575-9, $24.99

Rocks & Minerals Set  
ISBN: 978-0-635-13576-6, $24.99

Habitats Set  
ISBN: 978-0-635-13574-2, $24.99
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The Awesome Allosaurus Adventure ISBN: 978-0-635-13577-3 $5.99
The Tremendous Triceratops Trek ISBN: 978-0-635-13584-1 $5.99

Let's Dig In!
Kids will love this new series 

from Gallopade Graphics.
Carbondated for readers in grades 2-3. 

From the creator of 100 mysteries (109, to be exact) and countless other 
titles comes a new dino-mite adventure for young readers. 

This new 8 book series invites readers to join James Bone on an epic hunt to 
find dinosaur fossils for show-and-tell! Each book follows the adventures of 
James as he digs through a new assignment at a famous archaeological site. 
Along with his friends Pick, Shovel, and his dog Diggy, they uncover more 
than just fossils – thanks to friendship, cooperation, and a little bit of luck, 
they discover the tools needed to solve any problem. James proves that with 
perseverance, persistence, and patience - he always completes his mission. 
And despite a rather ‘bone-headed’ nemesis - James always gets his bone!

“My goal was to craft something a reader wants to read; read outloud, read to 
a parent or sibling, read with a friend, read over and over, and otherwise find 
confidence and joy in their ability to read, no matter their age or language. They’ll 
enjoy the friendship, fumblings and fun and feel a part of it all, and want to 
continue the journey with James, friends, dinos, and more!”

—Carole Marsh

The name is Bone, 

JAMES BONE, 
007-years-old and 

licensed to dig.
He and his friends are on a secret 
mission to find fossils from around  

the globe to share at school.  
Will they complete their mission in  

time – or could this be the end  
of Show and Tell for our brave 

explorers?

Join James Bone and his friends 
and fellow explorers; Shovel, Pick, 
and James’ dog Diggy as they help 
with a big dig gig at Mommypenny’s 

archaeological site.

“If you can get kids to 
 care, you can get them to 
care a LOT about science!”  

— Carole Marsh

James Bone Will Return In... 
The Roaring Tyrannosaurus Rex Romp 

The Vicious Velociraptor Venture 
The Sticky Stegosaurus Saga 

The Slippery Spinosaurus Splat 
The Amazing Apatosaurus Affair 
The Titanic Titanosaurs Quest


